Theory of evolution (*to be revised)
Definition of theory: There is a suspicion that eternal evolution happens in a self driven way.
Meaning that resources, dependencies and structure of the 3D ether, space for life is "rendered
out" based on dependency to eternal evolution forward in time. In practical physical terms, this
means that constructive interferometry is applied in the Coulomb charge field in which energy
chunks interfere with one another.
Thus, creating or destructing processes of forward
eternal evolution. By eternal forward evolution, we
mean that resources, dependencies and structure
of the 3D ether are rendered out based on
constructive interferometry in respect of the
complete system.
This raises the concern of the presence of both
life and anti-life. This theory therefore assumes
that catalyst and non-catalyst particles (God
particle etc.) are created and destroyed along the
time axes of this eternal evolution. Similar to occurring and disappearing species in ecology for
example. So what we talk about basically is a purely dependency driven system in which only the
forward time axis of eternal evolution matters. One note that author may make. By system theory,
no matter which law you start following, you will end up with the same system of complete
existence based on constructive interferometry.
This means that presence of law in the world itself
defines a world which is based on law. Hence, without
law, the world can not exist. At the same time, any error in
existence creates a constructive interferometry ripple effect
which automatically folds forward again. Hence, the
presence of law in the worlds itself defines completeness
of existence. It is also assumed that anti-life is a nonconstructive form of existence in respect to the complete
system. Such forms of existence typically include
pesticides, parasites, beasts etc.
The importance of the theory of evolution is that we can
now plan several factorial simple on longer range
projections of complex systems. Theory of evolution
therefore also depends on system theory. Meaning that
simpler principle and better understanding of
spatial/organic systems can lead to better and more precise
longer term planning. Such design methodology can be key
in military planning too, where large numbers have to be
met typically.
Hence this theory can be crucial in resource planning
where large numbers have to be met based on complex,
typically multi-layer and dimension organic/spatial systems in the real world.
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Natural self-organization and gravity of time/space order condensation.
From the above, we can conclude that systems naturally self-reorganize themselves by the
condensation of order as we propagate forward along the time/space axes towards eternal existence.
Hence, the fact of eternal existence in the world has a gravitational power of order that condensates
non-lawful relations in the system. From such effects of order and law on systems, we can conclude
the following hypothesis about creation:
The Biblical creation also described in the Quran and other religious texts is true because of the
following. If we have
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